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a b s t r a c t

Objective: Stress at work is a significant occupational health concern. Recent studies have used various
sensing modalities to model stress behaviour based on non-obtrusive data obtained from smartphones.
However, when the data for a subject is scarce it becomes a challenge to obtain a good model.
Methods: We propose an approach based on a combination of techniques: semi-supervised learning,
ensemble methods and transfer learning to build a model of a subject with scarce data. Our approach
is based on the comparison of decision trees to select the closest subject for knowledge transfer.
Results: We present a real-life, unconstrained study carried out with 30 employees within two
organisations. The results show that using information (instances or model) from similar subjects can
improve the accuracy of the subjects with scarce data. However, using transfer learning from dissimilar
subjects can have a detrimental effect on the accuracy. Our proposed ensemble approach increased the
accuracy by !10% to 71.58% compared to not using any transfer learning technique.
Conclusions: In contrast to high precision but highly obtrusive sensors, using smartphone sensors for
measuring daily behaviours allowed us to quantify behaviour changes, relevant to occupational stress.
Furthermore, we have shown that use of transfer learning to select data from close models is a useful
approach to improve accuracy in presence of scarce data.

! 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Stress is a physiological response to mental, emotional, or other
physical challenges that humans confront in their real-life activities,
including in their working environments. Continuous exposure to
stress may lead to serious health problems, such as causing physical
illness through its physiological effects, behaviour changes, and
social isolation issues [1–4]. All these negative effects are known
to affect the well-being of a person at workplace. As a consequence,
a long-term exposure to stress typically leads to job-burnout, a state
that leads to mental and physical exhaustion [3].

Over the last four decades there has been rising concern in
many countries about the growth and consequences of work
related stress and burnout. Recent reports show that stress is
ranked as a second most common work-related health problem
across the members of the European Union [5]; the same report

shows that individuals with high levels of stress were accompanied
by physical and psycho-social complaints and decreased
work-control for the requirements placed on them.

To date, current approaches for measuring stress rely almost
exclusively on self-reported questionnaires [6], which are subjec-
tive and cannot provide immediate information about the state
of a person. Therefore, a continuous stress monitoring with the
use of current technology may help to better understand stress
patterns and also provide better insights about possible future
interventions. On the other hand, to get more information about
human behaviour patterns through the use of technology requires
use of less obtrusive and more comfortable devices as they mea-
sure real-life activities. Several works have shown that smart-
phones are an appropriate tool to collect relevant data used to
classify specific human behaviour, such as [7,8], therefore in our
work we have used smartphones as non obtrusive approach to
collect relevant behaviour data relative to stress levels.

The objective of this study is to model stress levels from
different behavioural variables obtained from smartphones and
in particular with the limitation that the labelled data for a person
is scarce. The ultimate aim is to lessen reliance on self-reported,
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subjective data for stress measurement and use objectively sensed
data to allow continuous measurement of stress levels.

However, data scarcity is a common problem for in situ studies,
since continuous annotation of current state is required, where the
data derived from self-reports are considered ground-truth. For
this study we collected data which includes information related
to psychological self-assessments (obtained from a standardized
validated questionnaire) and sensor data from smartphones used
by 30 employees in two different organisations.

From the collected data we extracted several features such as
physical activity level, location, social interaction and social activ-
ity. In order to deal with scarce data, common to many real-world
applications, we apply two machine learning techniques, namely,
semi-supervised learning, to reduce the amount of unlabelled data,
and transfer learning [9] to use previously learned models to
improve the model of a person with scarce data.

Our approach learns a model for each subject in the study, this
is useful not only to predict the stress levels but to perform
comparisons among different subjects in order to obtain groups
of people (clusters) that behave similarly. Moreover, when a model
is built for a new subject it usually contains insufficient informa-
tion to have an accurate model. For this reason we use a transfer
learning approach that uses data from similar subjects in order
to improve the target model, which results in better prediction
results. This works expands upon our previous work [10] where
we investigated the use of a single sensor modality, namely
accelerometer to classify stress level.

Our study addresses 4 aspects:

1. Using semi-supervised learning to complete the models for sub-
jects with missing data.

2. Clustering the subjects based on the similarity of the learned
decision trees.

3. Applying transfer learning to improve the model of a new user
with scarce data.

4. Using ensemble methods to improve the accuracy of the models.

To the best of our knowledge, few works have dealt with scarce
data even when this is a common challenge in health research,
most often founded in studies where participants use self-report
instruments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work on stress detection using current technology. Section 3
introduces supervised, semi-supervised and transfer learning
approaches. The data acquisition and extracted features are pre-
sented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses our proposed approach
and results. Challenges and limitations are discussed in Section 6.
Finally, the conclusions of the study are presented in Section 7.

2. Related work

Current methods to infer stress are mainly based on physiolog-
ical signals, e.g., heart-rate variability, blood pressure, body tem-
peratures and respiration [11]. Furthermore, recent works
emphasize the importance of measuring physiological signals that
would help providing short-term feedback to the users in everyday
activities [12]. However, these methods have as drawback that
they need to be carried at all times (and in specific places in the
body) in order to allow accurately and continuous monitoring.
Other approaches have tried to remove this limitations, for exam-
ple, StressSense [13] proposes a method for detecting stress based
on speech analysis and the variation of speech articulation. How-
ever, in real-life activities (e.g., crowded environments, noisy con-
ditions) this approach may lead to misinterpretation of speech and
therefore of emotion.

As mentioned in the previous section, several works [8,7,14–18]
have provided evidence that smartphones are an appropriate tool to
collect relevant data that can be used to measure various aspects of
human behaviour and classify different mental conditions. In this
line, the authors in [19] built a self-tracking system called MoodS-
cope, to help its users manage their mood. The system detects users
mood from smartphones usage data (e-mails, call and SMS logs,
application usage, web history and location changes). The authors
reported an initial 66% accuracy for 32 subjects from their daily
mood and improving to 93% after two months of training.

Moreover, Sano and Picard [20] studied physiological signals
(GSR) and behavioural patterns of the users from smartphone data
aiming at stress detection. They collected data from accelerometer,
GSR sensors and other smartphone logs (e.g., screen usage, SMS,
calls, locations, etc.). For predicting stress, authors reported an
accuracy of 75% and they were able to discriminate stress and
no-stress states using information of smartphone usage and user
activity (sitting, walking) information. In addition, Carneiro et al.
[21] used video cameras, accelerometers and touch screens to
extract different features while inducing different levels of stress
during electronic game sessions. 19 subjects participated in the
study, they used decision trees to build a model to infer stress.
The authors achieved an accuracy of 78%.

Another relevant work is from Bauer and Lukowicz [22] whose
work aimed at recognizing stress from 7 students before and after
the exam period. The assumption is that students are likely to be
under stress during the exam sessions. They acquired data from
smartphones (location, social proximity through Bluetooth, phone
calls and SMS logs) and they reported an average accuracy of 53%
during the exam session. In recent work, Bogomolov et al. [23] used
call logs, SMS logs, proximity data, and self-reported surveys about
personality traits. The authors reported detecting daily stress levels
with a 72% accuracy combining real life data from different sources.
However, measuring stress in uncontrolled settings poses several
difficulties since it requires the efforts of humans about their current
perceived stress and other relevant variables. Our previous work on
stress detection has focused on correlation of self-reported stress
with verbal interaction [24] and app usage on the smartphone [25].

As it can be seen from the above overview, the issue of scarcity
of self-reported data has not received enough attention. This is
important for real-life studies, since it is often very challenging
to collect large amount of self-reported data, especially in the
health-care domain. For example, questionnaires are not always
answered. Also there are different types of information which are
generally scarce (i.e., phone calls data, calendar events) and there-
fore there will be few samples. Hence, to overcome these issues, in
this study we use (1) semi-supervised learning methods, that com-
bine the information in the unlabelled data with the explicit clas-
sification information of labelled data to improve the classification
performance [26] and (2) transfer learning, which is used to
improve the accuracy when available data is limited but when
related models are available [9]. Although the usage of transfer
learning is gaining huge interest in research, including in
health-care (e.g., transfer learning for activity recognition [27]),
to date there is no previous work on transferring knowledge in
the problem of stress detection as we propose it in this work.1

3. Learning from data

The field of machine learning is concerned with the question of
how to construct computer programs that automatically improve
with experience [29]. An important area of machine learning is
called supervised learning.

1 This work extends our previous conference paper [28] with two new approaches
for transfer learning.
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3.1. Supervised learning

One important task of supervised learning is classification,
where usually the data is known before the learning task starts,
which is called offline learning. Data consists of a set of examples
containing a feature vector xi and a label (class) yi. A supervised
learning algorithm produces a function g : X ! Y , with X and Y
input and output spaces, respectively. There exists different tech-
niques for performing classification such as Bayesian networks
[30], support vector machines [31] and decision trees [32].

Decision tree learning is a method for approximating
discrete-valued target functions, in which the learned function is
represented by a decision tree. Learned trees can also be trans-
formed to sets of if-then rules to improve human readability
[29]. The objective of a decision tree is to specify a model that pre-
dicts the value of a certain variable, called class, given that some
input information is provided.

A decision tree D is composed of nodes which represent tests to
be carried out on variables known as attributes. Each test has differ-
ent outcomes, which are branches of the node. These outcomes can
be of two types: a leaf in which a value for the class (predicted
variable) is provided and represents a final node for the tree. Or
it can be another test.

One of the most well-known algorithms for learning decision
trees from a batch of information is C4.5 [32]. In our domain, trees
are useful to represent how a person is affected by stress. For
example, in Fig. 1 a decision tree to predict the stress level is
depicted. Each oval represents a decision node and rectangles cor-
respond to a stress level (Low, Mid, High) of a person.

There are different performance measures to evaluate the
prediction quality. Let TP, FP, TN and FN be the number of true
positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives, respec-
tively. Four common measures are:

" Accuracy: TP#TN
TP#TN#FP#FN

" Precision: TP
TP#FP

" Recall: TP
TP#FN

" F-score: 2 $ %precision&%recall&
precision#recall

When using decision trees, a sensible measure to compare them
is needed. There are two common approaches to compare decision
trees, measures based on comparing the structure [33] and mea-
sures based on comparing the prediction results [34]. Miglio and
Soffritti presented a dissimilarity measure that can combine the
structure (the attributes of the nodes) and predictive (the pre-
dicted classes) similarities in a single value [35]. Let Di and Dj be
two trees with H and K leaves respectively used to classify n obser-
vations. We label 1; . . . ;H the leaves of Di, and 1; . . . ;K the leaves of
Dj to form the matrix:

M ' (mhk) h ' 1; . . . ;H and k ' 1; . . . ;K

where the value mhk is the number of instances which belong to
both the hth leaf of Di and to the kth leaf of Dj and
mh0 '

PK
k'1mhk;m0k '

PH
h'1mhk.

The dissimilarity measure is defined as:

d%Di;Dj& '
XH

h'1

ah%1* sh&
mh0

n
#
XK

k'1

ak%1* sk&
m0k

n
%1&

where the m values measure the predictive similarity and the a and
s values measure the structural similarity. In detail, the coefficient
sh is a similarity coefficient whose value synthesizes the similarities
shk between the hth leaf of Di and the K leaves of Dj. The value shk

measures similarities of two leaves taking into account their classes
and the objects they classify:

shk '
mhkchk!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
mh0m0k
p k ' 1; . . . ;K

where chk ' 1 if the hth leaf of Di has the same class label as the kth
lead of Dj, and chk ' 0 otherwise. Choosing the maximum shk is a
way to synthesize them into:
sh 'maxfshk k ' 1; . . . ;Kg: %2&

The coefficient ah ' q* p# 1 is a dissimilarity measure com-
puted between a leaf of Di and with respect the leaf identified by
Eq. (2) of Dj. When the paths associated to those leaves are not dis-
crepant, then the value is set equal to 0. If, on the contrary, those
paths are discrepant, the value is >0 depending on the length of
the longest path, p, and the level where two paths differ from each
other, q. The maximum value of d%Di;Dj& can be reached when the
difference between the structures of Di and Dj is maximum and the
similarity between their predictive powers is zero. The normalizing
factor is then:

max d%Di;Dj& '
XH

h'1

ah
mh0

n
#
XK

k'1

ak
m0k

n

Thus, the normalized version of the dissimilarity is

dn '
d%Di;Dj&

max d%Di;Dj&
%3&

where a dn ' 0 represents that the trees are very similar2 and dn ' 1
that they are totally dissimilar.

Now, we present some trees with results using the dissimilarity
measure presented in Eq. (3). We refer to the reader to [35] for a
more detailed example. Fig. 2(a) and (b) depict trees with a high
dissimilarity value, (d ' 0:38). The reason is that paths are dis-
crepant (structural similarity) and their predictive classification
is different. In contrast, Fig. 2(c) and (d) depict highly similar trees,
(d ' 0:0), note that the attributes in the nodes are the same (even
when the split value is different they are considered the same).

3.2. Ensemble learning techniques

One technique used by machine learning to increase the accu-
racy of different classifiers is to use several of them and then join
their collective decisions into one. These are called ensemble
methods which use multiple models to obtain better predictive
performance than could be obtained from any a single model [36].

In particular, one ensemble method commonly used is called
random forests [37] and it is based on decision trees. The method
constructs a multitude of decision trees at training time and the
predicted class is the mode of the classes of the individual trees.
When dealing with real-world data it is likely to have missing data,

Fig. 1. An example of a decision tree that classifies the level of Stress of a subjects.
Ovals represent decision nodes. Rectangles are leaves (terminal nodes) that give the
classification value, in this case they represent low, mid or high level of stress.
Below each leaf accuracy is presented as a percentage.

2 Nodes with numeric attributes with the same variables but with different
splitting values are seen as totally similar.
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some techniques from machine learning that deal with this prob-
lem are called semi-supervised learning techniques.

3.3. Semi-supervised learning

In our domain, the efficiency of supervised learning is highly
dependent on labelled instances that derive from human observer
or from the participants themselves using the self-reported ques-
tionnaires. However, when it comes to monitoring human beha-
viour in situ, there are several issues where traditional supervised
methods fail. This is because having a reasonable size of labelled
instances is difficult, expensive and time consuming to obtain since
they require human annotators or filling self-reported question-
naires. To address this issue, we can use semi-supervised learning
methods that use both labelled and unlabelled data to construct a
classifier and improve the classification performance. There are a
number of different algorithms for semi-supervised learning, some
are designed specifically for a classifier such as semi-supervised

SVMs (S3SVM) and transductive support vector machine (TSVMs)
[26]. Others offer a general approach for any classifier (e.g.
self-training, co-training, and boosting [26,38]).

In this study, we focus on the self-training algorithm [26] that
uses its own predictions to assign values to unlabelled data that
achieved higher confidence in predictions (in our study we use
confidence P80%). The unlabelled data with high confidence in
its predicted class is added, with its class, to the labelled data. This
new augmented labelled data is used to induce a new model from
which new predictions over the reduced unlabelled data are pro-
duced (see Algorithm 1). The procedure is repeated until there
are no more instances above the threshold value or until the unla-
belled data becomes empty. Adding new labelled instances
acquired from unlabelled data, is often shown to achieve a better
accuracy than supervised learning that uses only the labelled data.

Algorithm 1. Self-training

att1 > 3.5

att1 > 5.5

A B

att3 > 4.5

att2 > 4.5

att3 > 6.5

A 

B

B A 

85%

70% 100% 89%

90% 95%

att5 > 3.5

A 

att1 > 4.5

att1 > 4.5

att3 > 6.5 B

BA 

85%
97%

90%

90% 95%

att3 > 4.5

A B

100%

att1 > 5.5

A B

att3 > 3.5

att6 > 3.5

B A 

90% 100% 95% 90%

att1 >4.5

A B

att3 > 4.5

att6 > 3.5

B A 

93% 97% 98% 92%

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Example of highly dissimilar decision trees (a) and (b) using the measure in Eq. (3) (since their paths and predictions differ); in contrast (c) and (d) depict highly similar
trees since the attributes in the nodes are the same and the predictions are similar.
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3.4. Transfer learning (TL)

Being capable to learn an accurate model for predicting
subjects outcomes from a specific behaviour typically
depends on the amount of available training data. Acquiring
sufficient labelled data is often very difficult and expensive to
obtain in many domains. A system with the capability to use
not only labelled but also unlabelled data holds a great promise
in terms of broadening the applicability of learning methods. In
this regard, the area of machine learning has proposed
semi-supervised methods to overcome these problems. However,
these methods assume that both labelled and unlabelled data
are generated from the same distribution. In contrast, a more
general approach will allow these distributions to be different,
this is the case of Transfer Learning [27]. In this way, we can
benefit from previous acquired knowledge from other related
domain, task or model to improve our learning process. TL
methods have been successfully applied to establish more
accurate models using scarce data [39] in different domains
such as social networking [40], text classification [40],
image classification [41] and indoor and outdoor localization
problems [42]. While these are only a handful of examples, TL
has been used in many other applications as shown in the
surveys in [9,43]. However, in the health-care domain, the
use of TL is still in its infancy. For our work the related model
refers to information from other subjects, that is when a new
subject is added into the system, it is expected to have scarce
data.

In this study, we used the following approach to address scar-
city of data:

" Initially, we learn a model Ti for a new subject i using the
available data.
" We compare the model with the rest of the T models generated

for the other subjects.
" Finally, we apply transfer learning to infer a better

model.

Our proposed approach is described in more detail in Algorithm
2 where decision trees have been used to induce models of the
subjects.

Algorithm 2. Transfer Learning used in our study with four
different transfer learning strategies

Let DT ; dataset from target user
Let fD1; . . . ;Dng; datasets from other users
Let Mall ' fM1; . . . ;Mng; induced models from other users
Let Th = threshold value
Induce model MT using DT

for each Mi 2 Mall do
Find similarity value with MT (sim%MT ;Mi&)

end for
Sort Mall using sim%MT ;Mi&jMi 2 Mall

Use one of the following TL strategies:
if Naïve then

Select most similar model Mi (first element in Mall)
Select data Di used to construct Mi

Induce new model MT with fDT [ Dig
else if Theshold then

Select the most similar models
Msim ' f

S
iMijsim%MT ;Mi& > Thg)

Select D ' f
S

iDij Di wasusedtoinduce Mi 2 Msimg)
Induce new model MT with fDT [ Dg

else if Sampling then
Select the K most similar models MK = first K elements in Mall

Select D ' f
S

iDijDi wasusedtoinduce Mi 2 MKg)
Let D0 ' f

S
i sample Di 2 D / sim%MT ;Mi&g

Induce new model MT with DT [ D0
else if Ensemble then

Select the L most similar models ML = first L elements in Mall

Create a weighted ensemble of models
fMT

SL
i'1wiMijwi ' sim%MT ;Mi& ^Mi 2 MTg

end if

Next we review the data used in the study and the features
extracted, after that we present the proposed transfer learning
approach.

4. Data acquisition

In this study, we collected data from 30 healthy employees of
two organisations located in the North-eastern part of Italy for a
period of 8 weeks. Table 1 provides a summary of employees’
demographics. Note that there is a balanced mix of gender, age
and education level, marital status and number of children among
the subjects in the study.

All employees were given a smartphone3 where the application
used for this study collected data continuously as a background appli-
cation. The extracted features for each subject are categorized into
two types, the first group contains subjective information obtained
from the self-reported questionnaires, that include mood and
work-relevant stress items. The second group of variables includes
information of user’s behaviour that was collected from the smart-
phone sensors during work hours, these are called objective variables.

4.1. Self-assessment questionnaires

Self-reports include subjective information related to subjects
stress and mental state. In order to collect information relevant
to the working environments and job-demands of employees dur-
ing working days, we developed a questionnaire in a smartphone
application to assess several psychological working variables

Table 1
Study demographics of the subjects in our study.

Variable Characteristics Nr. (%)

Gender Male 18 (60.00%)
Female 12 (40.00%)

Education High-school graduate 9 (30.00%)
Bachelor degree 11 (36.67%)
Graduate degree 10 (33.33%)

Age 26–30 5 (16.67%)
31–40 18 (60.00%)
>40 7 (23.33%)
Average (+SD) 37.46 (+7.15)

Marital status Married 15 (50.00%)
Never married 15 (50.00%)

No. of children None 17 (56.67%)
1–2 10 (33.33%)
3–4 3 (10.00%)

3 Samsung Galaxy S3 mini 32 GB.
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related to work stress. The questionnaire developed is clinically
validated to capture subjects perceived stress and mood states of
the employees at work. Questionnaires were organized to prompt
automatically three times a day (9am -at the beginning of working
day, 2 pm -after lunch, and 5 pm -before leaving workplace). The
questionnaire used for this study was derived from the POMS (Pro-
file of Mood State) scale [44] which has two dimensions related to
mood states: Positive Affect (PA) (e.g., Cheerful, Energetic,
Friendly) and Negative Affect (NA) (e.g., Tensed, Anxious, Sad,
Angry) and the rest measures disengagement from work. In our
study, each item had five response alternatives, which assessed
five stress-related factors on a Likert scale ranging from 1 to 5.
The answers were stored on the mobile device and constituted part
of the analysis. The first section of the questionnaire, collected
information about occupational health outcomes of the partici-
pants (i.e., job induced stress, job-control, job-demand and energy
perceived) during working days. The second section includes the
scales to measure mood such as feelings of anxiety, cheerfulness,
friendliness, sadness, angriness, and quality of sleep.

In Table 2 we present the overall stress responses for the whole
period (8 weeks), where we include only the questionnaires
obtained from (2:00 pm and 5:00 pm). The total number of
responses was 1465. In order to simplify the measurements of
the work-related stress, we have classified the stress-level into
three classes: P2 as Low-Stress, 3 as Moderate-Stress, and 64 as
High-Stress. Results show that during the entire monitoring period,
27-subjects perceived High-Stress at some point.

4.2. Objective data acquisition and feature extraction

In Table 3 we provide an overview of the sensors and features
extracted from smartphones acquired for the study. These are
divided into four categories:

" Physical Activity Level: Physical activity and the impact of
sedentary behaviour in the development of psychological com-
plaints has been gaining a lot of interest over the last decades
[50]. Psychological stress has been demonstrated to decrease
physical-level and physical-wellness, e.g., experiencing fatigue,

weakness [51], reducing frequency and duration of physical
activity of the employees [52]. Hence, in our study we want
to explore the existing association between objectively mea-
surements of physical activity and subjective reported stress
level in working environments. We measured the level of activ-
ity using accelerometer data capturing 3-axial linear accelera-
tion continuously at a rate of 5 Hz, which was sufficient to
infer physical activity levels. For extracting features, we used
the method developed in the framework in [45] and we mea-
sured the magnitude and the variance sum of 26 s
(non-overlapping fixed length windows of n = 128 samples)
accelerometer readings. Each segment was classified into
‘‘high”-(variance sum P7), ‘‘low”-(variance sum P3 < 7), and
‘‘none”-(variance sum <3) activity levels. Activity counts were
measured in percentage using Eq. (4) and were divided into
periods of 9am–2 pm and 2 pm–5 pm.

pACL%h;l;n& '
Number of High Activities %h&

Total Classified Activ ities %h; l;n&
X100% %4&

" Location: Stress can produce behaviours such as smoking, caf-
feine consumption and skipping lunch [53]. Thus, it is important
to analyse locations of subjects with the focus in understanding
frequent locations changes during working hours. Location pat-
terns and the location changes were measured using the list of
WiFi access points available with their respective BSSID
address, cell tower location and Google location information
(latitude, longitude). We performed clustering for WiFi by
means of the received signal strength (RSS) from each access
point (AP). Density-based clustering (DBSCAN) [46] was used
to obtain a number of different locations (clusters) in hourly
basis. Similarly, DBSCAN was used to cluster Google location
and cellular tower location. Location information was clustered
in hourly basis. Our objective is to test whether subjects show
changes of location in each interval (9am–2 pm and 2 pm–
5 pm). For this we compared locations every hour counting
when different clusters appeared with respect to the previous
hour.
" Social Interaction (SI): Social isolation and withdrawal have

been associated with perceiving high stress in daily activities
[54,55]. Therefore, we used the microphone embedded on
smartphones to capture verbal interaction within the employ-
ees when they where involved in conversation in a close prox-
imity. We have extracted two main audio features (Pitch [48]
and Mel-MultiBand Spectral Entropy Signature (Mel-MBSES)
[49]) to perform speech recognition. We built a SVM [31] clas-
sifier using MEL-MBSES coefficients trained on frames coming
from 3 min of voiced data and 3 min of background data. We
sampled audio frequency of 8000 Hz and set a frame every

Table 2
Overall number and percentage of stress-responses.

Variable Level Nr. responses (%) Nr. subjects

Perceived High 325 (22.18%) 27
Stress Moderate 515 (35.15%) 30

Low 625 (42.66%) 30

Total 1465 (100.00%) 30

Table 3
Number of sensors used and features extracted from smartphones for this study.

Category Smartphone Sensors Attributes (Feature - extracted)

1. Physical Activity Level Accelerometer - 3-Axis (Magnitude)
- 3-Axis (Variance Sum [45])

2. Location Cellular – CellID and LACID (Number of clusters (DBSCAN) [46])
WiFi – Access Points (Number of clusters (DBSCAN) [46])
Google-Maps – Latitude and Longitude (Number of clusters (DBSCAN)[46], and distances [47])

3. Social Interaction Microphone – Proximity Interaction
– Pitch [48], Mel-MBSES [49]

4. Social Activity Phone Calls – Number of Incoming and Outgoing Calls
– Duration of Incoming and Outgoing Calls
– Duration of Incoming and Outgoing SMS
– Most common Contact-SMS

Application usage – Number of used applications (Social, System)
– Duration of used applications (Social, System)
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256 samples where we calculated Pitch and Mel-MBSES
features for each frame, then each frame is labelled either as
human voice or not a human voice. Approximately every 0.7 s
(7 out of 30 frames) must be detected as voice in order to indi-
cate voice activity in that audio segment. We measured per-
centage of social-interaction based on the total duration
(hourly, daily) of conversations as shown in Eq. (5):

SI '
Xn

i'1

TrueClassified

TotalClassified
, 100% %5&

" Social Activity: Since social interaction includes not only face to
face conversations but also phone calls and messages, we
extracted the number and length of conversations (incoming,
outgoing and missing), SMS messages (incoming and outgoing)
performed by the employees.4 Finally, another aspect that may
have impact on the stress levels is application usage of the smart-
phones. For this, our software captures the time and duration
when an app is in use. Then, we extracted the following data:
number of application used per interval and duration of their
usage. Applications were divided in two categories:
– System apps: pre-installed apps like Camera or Calendar,

Web-browsing, E-Mail client.
– Social apps: Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook, Skype and other

user downloaded apps (e.g., games other entertainment
apps).

Due to the variety of the selected sensors there is a wide differ-
ence in the number of data available for each one. For example, the
accelerometer has a rate of 5 Hz which results in !12 million
points for the 30 days for each person. In contrast, the number of
phone calls and SMSs varied in the range of (50–200) per person.
The number of location per person varied in the range of (20–
100) per subject and the frequency of application usage in the
range of (20–30) per subject. Since our objective is to predict stress
levels in periods of the working day, we need to align each sensor
data to those two periods from 9am to 12 pm and from 1 pm to
5 pm to match the responses obtained from the questionnaires.

We have presented the extracted features used to predict stress
levels of each employee. The next section presents how to learn a
model to predict stress and how semi-supervised and transfer
learning techniques are used to improve the prediction accuracy.

5. Stress modelling using transfer learning

In this section we present how to model stress using decision
tress. Then, we use semi-supervised learning techniques to reduce
the size of missing data. Finally, we propose to use transfer learn-
ing and ensemble methods to improve the accuracy of the learned
models.

5.1. Modelling stress

Predicting perceived stress of a person can be modelled as a
classification problem. We used decision trees [32] to model sub-
ject’s stress since this representation can be easily understood by
a human, and this could help to have a better understanding of
what causes stress. Also, using this representation we can compare
different subjects, which is important for transfer learning. Our
approach is to build a decision tree, a model to predict stress, for
each subject of the study. To learn decision trees we used the
C4.5 algorithm using as attributes the objective variables pre-
sented in Section 4.2 and the class to predict is the self-reported
stress level (Section 4.1) (Low, Mid, High).

Our first objective is to analyse how subjects are related to each
other in terms of how similar are their models. From the set of 30
subjects, we removed those that had a significant number of miss-
ing values (mainly in the questionnaires for self-evaluation of their
stress level). Thus, having a remaining set of 18 subjects.

A decision tree was learned for each subject and using the dis-
tance in Eq. (3) we compared all pairs of models to obtain a simi-
larity matrix. From that matrix we performed hierarchical
clustering using the unweighted pair group method with arith-
metic mean (UPGMA) algorithm which yields the dendrogram
depicted in Fig. 3, where a coloured box indicates the average
self-reported stress for that subject. From the figure, we can
observe 3 clusters with 7, 6 and 4 subjects. The largest cluster
(with 7 subjects) roughly corresponds to subjects which reported

Fig. 3. Dendrogram obtained by computing similarities between models of each subject (using only 18 subjects). Three major clusters can be noted, colour boxes correspond
to average stress for different subjects (best seen in colour). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

4 To protect users privacy, phone call events were anonymised registering only the
five last numbers of each calling or called contact.
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low levels of stress in average (denoted by the blue boxes). The sec-
ond major cluster (with 6 subjects) corresponds to subjects who
reported a mid level of stress (grey boxes). The third cluster with
only 4 subjects shows subjects with high and mid level of stress.

5.2. Missing data and semi-supervised learning

Since the initial data had a large portion of missing values
(!20% of overall dataset), semi-supervised learning was used to fill
those. In this study, we use self-training (ST) [26] with C4.5 as clas-
sifier. We have trained a model for each subject and we have also
established a single model combining all the attributes from all the
subjects. We performed 10-fold cross validation in all the experi-
ments using Weka [56] with the default parameters of C4.5 classi-
fier. The new classified data with high confidence (P80%) is added
to the training set, the classifier is re-trained and the procedure
repeated. Using ST we were able to reduce the unlabelled data
(improving the labelled dataset in !14%). This resulted in improv-
ing the average accuracy (4.20%), precision (3.5%), recall (4.1%) and
F-score (4.0%) as shown in Table 4).

After applying the semi-supervised learning phase, there is
enough data to compute comparisons with the 30 subjects in the
study. The process described in the previous section was repeated
to obtain a similarity matrix, depicted in Fig. 4(a), where the more
similar a subject is to another the darker that square is (subjects
are ordered by clusters). To evaluate our proposed transfer learning
approach, we generated another dataset which has a reduced
amount of instances. We randomly removed 50% of the data from
all subjects. The similarity matrix of this reduced dataset is
depicted Fig. 4(b). Finally, in Fig. 4(c) we depict the matrix result-
ing from the difference of (a) and (b), where a grey box means no
difference.

In summary, we have three similarity matrices: i) initial dataset
(18 subjects) ii) after applying semi-supervised technique dataset
(30 subjects) and iii) after removing 50% of data (30 subjects). All

of them have different missing data. For each matrix we computed
its average value, with the following results. The initial data
showed a more disperse set of distances with an average of
0:65+ 0:18 (higher value, means subjects are more different to
each other). After the semi-supervised algorithm was applied the
average distance was 0:55+ 0:16 even when the number of sub-
jects increased (30 subjects). Finally, when the data was reduced
the average distance decreased to 0:49+ 0:15, which may not hap-
pen in all cases.

Di; j%original;modified& ' jeoriginal
i;j * emodified

i;j j %6&

Since we are interested in knowing how the similarity among
models is affected by adding or removing data, we evaluated the
percentage of entries (models) where Di;j > ! with ! ' 0:1; . . . ;0:9
between two matrices. After applying the semi-supervised
approach, only 1% of entries changed more than 0:8 (1.0 is the
maximum possible change). After applying the semi-supervised
approach the similarity matrices were only slightly altered with
an average value of 0:12+ 0:14, meaning there were no drastic
changes in similarities. In contrast, when we reduced the data by
50% and compare the similarity matrices their difference in
average was 0:19+ 0:20, which is expected since the data was sig-
nificantly reduced. Moreover, only 5% of the entries were altered
more than 0:9 (i.e., the similarity matrix changed completely).

These results show that (1) the semi-supervised approach does
not alter drastically the learned models and (2) the used similarity
measure is robust even when data is added or remove from the
model. This is an important result which will be useful in the next
section since we start with the reduced data and show that using
transfer learning can improve the accuracy of the learned models.

5.3. Transfer learning

The previous section showed how to use semi-supervised learn-
ing to cope with missing data by using the information obtained
from one subject. A different way to solve this problem is to use
information from another known models (another subjects in the
study). In this way, we need to transfer information from other
models to our target model which contains insufficient data to pro-
duce an accurate one.

In order to perform transfer learning we need information of
other subjects, in particular our approach assumes a set of previ-
ously learned models (decision trees) along with their respective
data (used to learn the decision trees). When, a new subject
appears, it is expected to be associated with scarce data, which
can result in having a model with poor predictive accuracy. TL uses
information from other subjects to improve the model.

Table 4
Stress Prediction using decision tress before and after applying a Semi-supervised
learning approach. Overall classes represent overall number of labelled instances
derived from self-reported stress in supervised learning and after performing semi-
supervised learning methods.

Subjects (30) Supervised Semi-supervised Increase

Accuracy (%) 67.57 + 15.60 71.73 + 15.25 4.20 + 9.52
Overall Classes (%) 1465/1832 (79.97) (1722/1832) (94.00) 14.03

Precision (%) 65.4 68.9 3.5
Recall (%) 68.9 73.0 4.1
F-Score (%) 66.0 70.0 4.0

Bold values show the best score.

Fig. 4. Similarity matrices of 30 users using (a) all data (after semi-supervised learning) and (b) with 50% of instances removed –darker cells indicate high similarity. (c)
depicts the difference between (a) and (b); a white cell indicates a + difference, black a * negative difference, and grey no difference.
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First we learn a model ti for the new subject i using only the
available data. This model is compared with the rest of the T mod-
els of the other users using Eq. (3). In order to select which data
should be transferred four different approaches were evaluated.
The first two are simple approaches transferring all data from the
most similar subject. The third one is based on sampling data
weighted by its distance and the last one is based on ensembles
that weight their prediction based on its distance to the target
model. In detail,

1. Naive approach. Select the most similar model,k, to ti:

k ' arg mintj2T d%ti; tj&

and transfer all its data to i. A new model is learned using the
original and the transferred data.

2. Threshold approach. If most similar subject to ti is closer than a
threshold b then transfer its data.

k ' arg mintj2T d%ti; tj& and d%ti; tj& < b

A new model is learned using the original and the transferred
data.

3. Sampling weighted approach. Select the K most similar (source)
models closer to ti:

K '
[

mj most similar to ti

Then, for each source model perform sampling weighted by its
distance to ti. Sampled data is transferred and used with the
existing data, to learn a new model.

4. Ensemble weighted approach. Use the K most similar (source)
models closer to ti and the model learned with scarce data to
classify the target data. The voting scheme (to select the actual
prediction from the ensemble) is weighted by the distance from
each model to the target one.

We applied the four proposed transfer learning approaches on
the data which has a percentage of data removed and we use as
upper bound the results obtained with the complete data.

One of the important aspects in transfer learning is deciding
which data to transfer. In our case we are interested in how similar
source models are to our current target model (with scarce data).
We computed the distance to the nearest model, farthest model

and average for every subject in the study. From the results we
obtained an average distance of 0:42 (using Eq. (3)) to the nearest
subject, in contrast the, the average to all models was 0:74+ 0:17.
We also noted that there are cases where a subject has several
nearest models with the same distance. There are 18 subjects that
have a unique nearest subject. These subjects were selected for the
proposed transfer learning approach (see Table 5).

First, we evaluated the naive transfer learning approach. Accu-
racy for the transfer learning approach is obtained by learning a
classifier using the reduced data and the transferred data, then test-
ing that model on the data without removed instances. As an upper
value of the possible accuracy we learned a model with the com-
plete data and the evaluation was performed on that same dataset.
Table 5 summarizes the results using the naive approach showing
the accuracy results with and without our proposed transfer learn-
ing approach and the accuracy using the complete data.

Using the naive approach did not improve the accuracy for all
subjects. This happens because we are ignoring when transfer
can be more useful: the distance to the nearest subject. The idea
is to use transfer only when the distance is small (i.e., when the
model is close to another) defined by a threshold b. To exemplify
this behaviour see Fig. 5(a) and (b) where we depict trees which
have a d ' 0:36. In this case trees are similar in their decision
nodes. In contrast, Fig. 5(c) and (d) shows trees which have a
d ' 0:60. Note, that in this case the trees show different decision
nodes.

Our second approach, threshold based, takes into account this
distance with respect to the closest model. We performed experi-
ments varying the threshold, b, with values between (0;1). From
the results we observed that trivial approaches: not using transfer
or using transfer on all subjects do not obtain the best results
(62.09 and 60.61 accuracy for b ' 0 and b ' 1, respectively). How-
ever, selecting the appropriate threshold of transfer increases the
accuracy (63:37 with a threshold of 0:37). Table 6 summarizes
the results of using the threshold transfer approach (b ' 0:37). In
particular, it shows that accuracy improves from 58:35 to 61:24
when models that are closer than the threshold are used. On the
other hand, when d P b it is better not to use transfer learning
since the models are far from each other and this causes a negative
transfer effect.

Our third transfer learning approach is based on sampling from
similar models. Thus, our approach is to select the k closest models
to our subject and sample its associated data to obtain data to be

Table 5
Classification accuracy using the naive transfer learning approach, D transfer shows the difference between no transfer and transfer columns, d%near& shows the distance to the
nearest model. All data shows the accuracy using all original data (upper bound). Using the naive approach does not yield the best accuracy in average.

S.ID No trans. Naive trans. d%near& D Trans. All data

S09 57.69 73.08 0.36 15.38 76.92
S30 42.86 53.57 0.36 10.71 78.57
S11 65.45 74.55 0.62 9.09 72.72
S10 44.89 51.02 0.27 6.13 71.42
S28 57.35 63.24 0.18 5.88 77.94
S16 61.11 62.96 0.48 1.85 74.07
S24 67.14 67.14 0.36 0.00 71.42
S12 55.93 54.24 0.32 *1.69 62.71
S25 85.71 83.67 0.39 *2.04 89.79
S14 51.56 48.44 0.49 *3.13 82.81
S23 53.33 50.00 0.53 *3.33 58.33
S05 70.69 65.52 0.36 *5.17 86.20
S19 60.00 53.33 0.54 *6.67 90.00
S08 57.41 50.00 0.46 *7.41 55.55
S18 70.27 62.16 0.32 *8.11 75.67
S04 81.25 71.88 0.42 *9.38 84.37
S01 72.86 61.43 0.58 *11.43 78.57
S29 62.07 44.83 0.60 *17.24 79.31

Avg. + St. dev. 62.09 + 11.32 60.61 + 10.71 0.42 + 0.12 *1.47 + 8.42 75.91 + 9.70

Bold values show the best accuracy score.
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transferred. We tried different values for the number of similar
models and we used a weighted approach to determine how many
instances should be sampled. This is based on the distance to the
target model, bounded to half of number of total instances in the
source trees. For example, if the distance between trees is 0.0
(i.e., totally similar) and there are 100 instances in the source, 50
instances will be sampled from that source and transferred.

We performed different experiments varying the number of
similar subjects to be sampled from 1 to 7, results showed that,
transferring information from only one subject (the most similar
one) obtained the best scores in average 63:3+ 10:92 (avg. accu-
racy + std. dev.). In contrast, increasing the number of close trees
decreased the accuracy to 55:26+ 13:3 (using the 7 closest similar
subjects).

Fig. 5. Learned models of different subjects: Subj30 (a) and its most similar Subj17 (b). Subj29 (c) and its most similar model Subj05 (d).

Table 6
Classification accuracy, D transfer shows the difference between no transfer and transfer columns. All data shows the accuracy using all original data (upper bound). The number
of initial and transferred instances is shown. The top part of the table shows the results when the distance to the closest subject is small (< 0:37), while the bottom when it is large
(> 0:37).

Subject ID No transfer Threshold trans. D transfer All data Total inst. Trans. inst. d%near&

S28 57.35 63.24 5.88 77.94 61 26 0.18
S10 44.89 51.02 6.13 71.42 57 31 0.27
S12 55.93 54.24 *1.69 62.71 49 31 0.32
S18 70.27 62.16 *8.11 75.67 49 18 0.32
S24 67.14 67.14 0.00 71.42 67 31 0.36
S05 70.69 65.52 *5.17 86.20 66 37 0.36
S30 42.86 53.57 10.71 78.57 66 29 0.36
S09 57.69 73.08 15.38 76.92 53 35 0.36

Avg. + St. dev. 58.35 + 10.0 61.25 + 7.1 2.89 + 7.5 75.11 + 6.4 58.5 + 7.1 29.75 + 5.4 0.31 + 0.06

S25 85.71 83.67 *2.04 89.79 55 31 0.39
S04 81.25 71.88 *9.38 84.37 63 31 0.42
S08 57.41 50.00 *7.41 55.55 62 35 0.46
S16 61.11 62.96 1.85 74.07 59 29 0.48
S14 51.56 48.44 *3.13 82.81 63 31 0.49
S23 53.33 50.00 *3.33 58.33 67 35 0.53
S19 60.00 53.33 *6.67 90.00 59 26 0.54
S01 72.86 61.43 *11.43 78.57 73 32 0.58
S29 62.07 44.83 *17.24 79.31 62 33 0.60
S11 65.45 74.55 9.09 72.72 59 29 0.62

Avg. + St. dev. 65.08 + 11.4 60.11 + 13.0 *4.9 + 7.3 76.55 + 11.8 62.2 + 4.9 31.2 + 2.7 0.51 + 0.08

Bold values show the best accuracy score.
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5.4. Ensemble method

Finally, our last approach is based on ensembles and we tried two
different approaches to improve accuracy. First we need to select
two parameters, the number of trees used in the ensemble (count-
ing also the target tree) and the way to combine their results. For
selecting the number of trees in the ensemble we tried ensembles
with size f3;4; . . . ;15g. To decide how to join the results of those
trees we tried two approaches. The simple voting approach sums
the results from different trees uniformly. This approach was tested
with different number of close trees. However, results did not
increase, in fact the average accuracy obtained was 49:99+ 29:15.

Thus, we tried a second approach that weights their predictions
based on the distance to the target tree (recall that distance between
trees is in range of (0;1)). We evaluated different number of trees in
the ensemble from 3 to 15. However, the best scores were obtained
using 4 trees in the ensemble (3 most similar source trees and the
target tree) obtaining 72:7+ 20:2. Increasing the number of trees
consistently decreased the accuracy (63:3+ 22:9 with 15 trees).

5.5. Summary of analysis

We proposed four different transfer learning approaches to
cope with scarce data. Table 7 summarizes the results of the pro-
posed approaches compared without transfer and with all the orig-
inal data (used as upper bound). Results show that threshold,
sample weighted and ensemble weighted approaches obtained
better scores than without a transfer approach. The threshold
and sampling approaches obtained similar scores and the ensem-
ble approach obtained the best scores increasing the accuracy
almost by 10% in average.

As conclusions from the experiments we note that:

" Transfer from few, but similar, subjects was better than using
more subjects which are not close to the target model.
" Transfer using another models (ensemble approach) was better

than transferring instances.

6. Challenges and limitations

Using smartphones for monitoring behaviour patterns of indi-
viduals in their working environments has the potential to provide

valuable insights of their health. This research aims to do that by
combining data from different sources, such as objective data
(measurements deriving from smartphone sensors) and subjective
data (self-reported questionnaires). The challenges that we faced in
the study arise in the integration of multiple objective and subjec-
tive data streams, the definition of the questionnaires and the large
number of missing values since data was collected in a real-life
environment from heterogeneous sources. A common issue when
dealing with health applications is the challenge of recruiting a
large number of participants [57]. We have faced the same chal-
lenge in our study and furthermore we have faced issues with sub-
ject compliance leading to a decrease in the amount of
self-reported data, but also sensor data (for example, forgetting
to charge the battery). With respect to the limitations, it is impor-
tant to note that we assume that subjects in our study have an
inherent degree of similarity in their behaviour for the transfer
learning method to perform well. In our future work, when we
consider a higher number of subjects, we also plan to use demo-
graphics and self-reported information related to personality to
measure inter-subject similarity and hence we expect a better per-
formance of transfer learning method. Another limitation is the
dissimilarity measure used to compare models. For example, it
does not take into account the splitting values inside the attributes
and it is affected by the tree size (height) [35]. Therefore, other
approaches might be explored [33,34,58,59]. Finally, one last limi-
tation is that the participants were recruited through two different
organizations (i.e., logistic, software development) in the private
sector. Thus, there will be some limitation in transfer learning to
other organisations or sectors. However, the employees that partic-
ipated in our study had heterogeneous characteristics with regard
to gender, age, marital status, and educational level, which will be
an advantage in transfer learning.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have used semi-supervised learning as a
pre-processing technique to reduce the amount of unlabelled data.
Then, we have analyzed four different methods based on transfer
learning to deal with the scarcity of data. The proposed approaches
are based on obtaining a distance among models and using similar
models to improve predictive accuracy. In this work we transfer
instances (sampling based approach) from another close model

Table 7
Classification accuracies using the proposed approaches and using all original data (upper bound).

Subject ID No transfer Transfer learning approaches All data

Naive Threshold Sampling weighted Ensemble weighted

S01 72.86 61.43 72.86 64.28 87.14 78.57
S04 81.25 71.88 81.25 65.62 73.44 84.37
S05 70.69 65.52 65.52 75.86 68.97 86.20
S08 57.41 50.00 57.41 57.40 85.19 55.55
S09 57.69 73.08 73.08 65.38 38.46 76.92
S10 44.89 51.02 51.02 55.10 63.27 71.42
S11 65.45 74.55 65.45 76.36 65.45 72.72
S12 55.93 54.24 54.24 55.93 62.71 62.71
S14 51.56 48.44 51.56 53.12 90.00 82.81
S16 61.11 62.96 61.11 62.96 90.74 74.07
S18 70.27 62.16 62.16 70.27 81.08 75.67
S19 60.00 53.33 60.00 70.00 90.00 90.00
S23 53.33 50.00 53.33 38.33 38.33 58.33
S24 67.14 67.14 67.14 70.00 70.00 71.42
S25 85.71 83.67 85.71 83.67 85.71 89.79
S28 57.35 63.24 63.24 60.29 95.59 77.94
S29 62.07 44.83 62.07 67.24 36.21 79.31
S30 42.86 53.57 53.57 48.21 66.07 78.57

Avg. + St. dev. 62.09 + 11.0 60.61 + 10.4 63.37 + 9.5 63.33 + 10.6 71.58 + 18.2 75.91 + 9.4

Bold values show the best accuracy score.
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or using close models from other subjects (ensemble approach). As
a result, we have shown that the weighted ensemble approach
increases the accuracy by almost 10% compared with the
no-transfer approach through the experimental evaluation with
real-word data obtained from employees of two different compa-
nies. A future exploration avenue is to use of multi-label classifiers,
where a set of classes (in this case all the variables associated with
the questionnaires) can be predicted at the same time and where
dependencies between these classes can be incorporated to
improve the classification performance.
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